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Nanometer definition of atomic beams with masks of light

Roland Abfalterer, Claudia Keller, Stefan Bernet, Markus K. Oberthaler, Jo¨rg Schmiedmayer, and Anton Zeilinger
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We build amplitude, i.e., absorptive masks, for neutral atoms using light, reversing the roles of light and
atoms as compared to conventional optics. These masks can be used both to create and to probe spatially
well-defined atomic distributions. The resolution of these masks can be significantly better than the optical
wavelength. Applications range from atom lithography to fundamental atom optical experiments.
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PACS number~s!: 32.80.Lg, 42.82.Cr, 07.77.Gx
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Efficient methods to prepare and to measure atomic
tributions with nanometer resolution are of particular inter
in atom optics and for possible applications in science
technology. For example, focusing of atoms bynear-
resonant standing light fields~acting as refractive index
structures! has been already used to write well-defined pe
odic structures on substrates@1–7#. A more versatile and
particularly useful tool in lithography experiments isabsorp-
tive masks. They can be used for both writing and prob
fine structures. This has been demonstrated with nanofa
cated material masks that were used to deposit nanom
size atomic structures@8# and to read out atomic interferenc
patterns@9,10#.

In our experiment we combine the advantages ofabsorp-
tive masks with the flexibility oflight structures. We report
the realization of well-defined absorptive masks with nano
eter resolution for neutral atoms, which are entirely made
light.

In order to realize ‘‘absorptive’’ light we use the intern
structure of our atom and its interaction with the light fie
We tune the light frequency to an atomic transition where
spontaneousdecay of the excited state proceeds mainly t
different internal state, which is not detected and which
inactive in a lithographic process. Atoms in this state c
therefore be regarded as being effectively absorbed@11#. A
thin standing light wave tunedon resonance acts as an a
sorption grating for the atoms. Only atoms passing near
intensity nodes survive in their original state~Fig. 1!. Now,
the spatial distribution of the atoms behind one absorp
mask can be detected by probing it with a second absorp
mask immediately behind the first one. This kind of dete
tion scheme, probing one periodic structure with a sec
one, results in the well-known Moire´ fringes.

The result of such an experiment is shown in Fig. 2. T
total transmission is plotted as a function of the relative s
tial phase between the two successive resonant standing
waves. The data show peaks with a separation of 401
They are due to atoms passing the light grating at its int
sity nodes. The periodicity corresponds to the grating c
stant of our standing light wave, which is half the optic
wavelength (l5801.7 nm! in our experimental arrangemen
The peak width~90 nm! is significantly smaller. This implies
a spatial localization of the atoms behind each individ
grating of better than 65 nm.
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In the remainder of the paper we will first describe t
absorption mechanism and then in more detail our exp
mental realization, using metastable Ar atoms. In the end
give an example of the versatility of these amplitude str
tures by presenting a measurement of the atomic wave
behind an amplitude grating.

The basic requirement for the generation of absorpt
light masks is that the atoms change their internal state a
being excited. For sufficiently long interaction times on
atoms near the zeros of the light field will remain in the
original state. In our experiments we use standing lig
waves realized by retroreflection of a laser beam at a pl
mirror. Then the intensity distribution in the light field is

I ~x!5I 0

1

2
@12cos~2kx!#, ~1!

whereI 0 is the amplitude of the standing wave,k52p/l is
the wave vector of the incident laser radiation, andx is the
transverse coordinate. The period of the light grating cor
sponds to half of the optical wavelengthl. In the case of low

FIG. 1. ‘‘Absorption’’ grating for metastable atoms made b
resonant light. Metastable atoms~open circles! are excited by the
resonant light and consequently pumped to their ground state~filled
circles!, which is undetected. Only atoms near the nodes of the l
field survive in their original metastable state.
R4365 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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light intensities@12# we can neglect saturation effects a
hence the absorption is proportional to the local light inte
sity ~electric field squared!. The atomic transmission throug
a standing light wave is given by

T5e2k ~1/2![12cos~2kx!] . ~2!

The absorptionk is proportional to the intensity of the stand
ing light wave@Eq. 1# @k}* I 0(z)dz#, where the integration
is along the direction of the atomic beam. Note that the tra
mission is a strongly nonlinear function of the light intensi
Therefore for sufficiently strong absorption (k@1) the trans-
mission evolves into a comb of narrow peaks that is sign
cantly smaller than the grating constantl/2 ~Fig. 2! ~see also
Ref. @13#!. As shown in our experiment, this can be used
create atomic distributions with subwavelength resolution

Figure 3 shows our experimental setup@14#. A thermal
beam of excited~metastable! argon atoms~average velocity
of 700 m/sec, corresponding to a de Broglie wavelength
ldB514 pm! emerges from an effusive argon source. T
beam is collimated with a 10-mm and a 5-mm slit separated
by 1.4 m, before entering the interaction region with o
light gratings. One meter behind, the metastable atoms
registered by a ‘‘channeltron’’ detector~similar to a photo-
multiplier tube! with a typical count rate of 10 000 meta
stable atoms per second.

In the source the atoms are excited by a continuous

FIG. 2. Total intensity of metastable argon atoms after transm
sion through two absorptive light masks, i.e., two successive r
nant standing light waves, as a function of their relative late
position ~see inset A!. A sketch of the atomic levels used for th
realization of ‘‘absorptive’’ light is drawn in~B!. The solid line in
graph ~C! represents a fit with an exponential law of absorptio
The measured full width at half maximum of the peaks is 90
and corresponds to an atomic localization of less than 65 nm be
each individual grating~see text!.
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discharge with an efficiency of 1025 to two metastable
states: a fraction of 85% to the 1s5 state~@4s@3/2#2! and a
fraction of 15% to the 1s3 state (4s8@1/2#0!. In our experi-
ments we are only interested in 1s5 metastable atoms an
thus optically pump the 1s3 atoms to their ground state b
exciting the 1s3→2p4 (4s8@1/2#0 → 4p8@3/2#1! open tran-
sition with resonant laser light at 795.0 nm. The lifetim
(;30 sec! of the remaining 1s5 state is much longer than
the flight time in our beam line (;10 msec!. The energy of
the metastable argon atoms (;12.3 eV! is released in colli-
sions with a surface. Therefore, the metastable atoms ca
recorded by our ‘‘channeltron’’ detector, or can be used
expose a photoresist in lithographic applications@8,7,15#,
whereas the ground-state atoms are inactive in both
cesses.

For realizing ‘‘absorption’’ the most important feature o
our metastable 1s5 atoms is theiropentransition 1s5→2p8
~4s@3/2#2→ 4p@5/2#2! at 801.7 nm~linewidth 5.8 MHz!. If
the atoms are excited at this wavelength they decay spo
neously with a branching ratio of 72% to the ground sta
This is the optical transition we use to generate absorp
masks in the interaction region of our beamline. The light
the absorption gratings is produced using a single-mode
ode laser with grating feedback in Littrow geometry, lock
to the 801.7-nm transition using saturation spectroscopy.
linewidth of our laser light (,1 MHz! is much smaller than
the atomic linewidth.

Our two light gratings are realized by retroreflection
the 801.7-nm laser beam~focused to a ribbon shape of ap
proximately 3 cm height and 150mm thickness! on two gold
mirrors. The mirrors~flatness<l/8) are mounted inside the
vacuum chamber close to, and parallel to, the atomic be
~see Fig. 3!. One of the mirrors is mounted on a flexure sta
and can be translated in the direction orthogonal to the m
ror surface with nm accuracy. The spacing between the
gratings is adjustable between 3 and 15 mm by shifting
of the laser beams along the direction of the atomic bea

A crucial point in our experiment is that the two mirro
have to be aligned parallel to each other with better than
mrad accuracy. For this purpose the mirror angles are c
trolled with mrad resolution using piezoactuators and ‘‘pic
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l
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FIG. 3. Experimental setup~not to scale!. A thermal beam of
metastable argon atoms is collimated by a set of two slits~10 and 5
mm, separated by 1.4 m!, and then crosses two standing light wav
with an adjustable relative distance~4–15 mm!. The relative spatial
phase of the two light gratings can be scanned with nm resolu
by shifting one of the mirrors with a piezoactuator. Transmitt
atoms are registered by a ‘‘channeltron’’ detector~1.4 m behind the
second grating!. For recording far-field diffraction patterns, a thir
10-mm slit can be scanned directly in front of the ‘‘channeltron.
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motors.’’ In order to achieve parallel orientation of the m
ror surfaces, we detect the interferometrically superpo
diffraction patterns of the twothick far-off-resonant gratings
~refractive Bragg crystals@16#! in the far field. There, atoms
are only diffracted if their incidence angle at the light grati
is near the Bragg angle~18 mrad! with an angular selectivity
of better than 5mrad @17#. In addition, this arrangement o
two adjacent Bragg crystals forms an interferometer tha
very sensitive to the parallel alignment of the two mirro
@18#. We then adjust the mirror angles by optimizing t
contrast of the atomic interference fringes, obtained by tra
lating one mirror in the direction of its surface normal. Th
measurement also provides an exact position gauge for
relative translation of the two mirrors with an accuracy bet
than610 nm. When the mirrors are aligned we switch ba
to two thin absorptive light gratings as described above, a
measure the total transmission through the two gratings,
pending on their relative transverse position.

The data of Fig. 2 were taken with a relative grating d
tance of approximately 3 mm. The background of the dat
mainly due to 20% of the 1s5 (J52) atoms, which are origi-
nally in the m50 magnetic sublevel, since their excitatio
~with linearly polarized light! to the 2p8 (J52) decay chan-
nel is dipole forbidden. The light does not influence the
atoms, whereas the remaining 80% of the atoms are stro
absorbed~transmission,10%!. The background might be
removed by optically pumping the atoms into a defined m
netic sublevel. As already mentioned, the obtained transm
sion pattern with its peak width of 90 nm~full width at half
maximum! results from a convolution of the transmissio
functions of the two gratings. A numerical deconvolution
the data shows that the localization behind each individ
grating is at least better than 65 nm (l/12). We can certainly
conclude that the definition of the atomic beam is better t
65 nm directly behind each grating, considering that ato
passing through such narrow slits will experience diffractio
which broadens the atomic image at our separation of 3 m

As an example of the versatility of our absorptive lig
masks we investigated thecoherentevolution of the atomic
wave field behind such a narrow transmission grating as
scribed by near-field Fresnel diffraction. A well-known ph
nomenon in near-field optics is self-imaging of an absorpt
grating, the Talbot effect@19#. For gratings with very narrow
slits, images with fractional periods can appear.

Figure 4 shows a series of measurements exploring
near-field atomic density distributions at various locatio
behind the first mask. We recorded the total transmiss
through the two masks as a function of their relative spa
phase at various relative distances between the two grat
The data show clearly that an image with a doubled spa
frequency~period:l/4) emerges at a distance of 5.8 mm,
predicted by Talbot theory. In contrast to the previous
periment, the high collimation~corresponding to a high spa
tial coherence! of our atomic beam is now essential in ord
to observe the Talbot fringes. Two effects explain the c
trast reduction of the fringes observed at increasing dista
from the light grating. First, the broad velocity distribution
the atomic beam limits the longitudinal coherence leng
Second, 28% of the atoms fall back to the 1s5 state after
spontaneous emission of a photon and contribute to an i
herent background. Nevertheless, our measurement de
d
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strates both the fact that our masks have a resolution b
than light wavelength, and the possibility of producin
higher-order atomic distributions using near-field imaging

Simultaneously, we could measure the momentum dis
bution of the atoms passing through our masks~see Fig. 5!.
In this experiment we use only one of the resonant lig
gratings and record the far-field diffraction pattern by sca
ning a 10-mm slit in front of our ‘‘channeltron’’ detector.
Observation of both the near-field interference and the
field diffraction pattern demonstrates that the transmission
the atoms through the masks is a coherent process.

In conclusion, we have realized an optical mask for ne
tral atoms with nanometer spatial resolution by employin
resonant standing light field acting on a two-level atom w
a strong leak channel to an undetected state. We used

FIG. 4. Atomic wave field behind the first absorptive gratin
~brighter regions correspond to higher atomic densities!. The data
were measured, similar to Fig. 2, by scanning the relative spa
phase of the two gratings and recording the total number of tra
mitted atoms at several distances~from 4 to 13 mm! between the
two gratings. A doubling of the spatial period, as expected for
Talbot near-field regime, is observed at a distance of 5.8 mm.

FIG. 5. Diffraction at a purely imaginary potential: far-field di
fraction pattern for the scattering of metastable argon atoms at
of the resonant light gratings~801.7 nm!. A 10-mm slit was scanned
directly in front of the ‘‘channeltron’’ detector and the spati
atomic diffraction image was recorded as a function of the slit
sition.
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masks to define a narrow atomic distribution and to meas
its coherent evolution after the grating directly. Well-defin
periodic atomic distributions with periods ofl/2 and l/4,
and linewidths ofl/12 have been demonstrated.

These masks made fromlight have many advantages a
compared to material masks: Their spatial dimensions
given by the optical wavelength, which can be determin
very accurately. Applications of light masks are advan
geous in high-precision lithography, or as length standa
Optical masks can be easily manipulated; for example, tra
lated, varied, or switched at short time scales. The shap
the masks can be designed using coherent~i.e., holography!
or incoherent~i.e., superposition! methods. An interesting
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possibility arises because one can readily combine and
perpose these masks with other atom optical elements m
from light or even material structures. We expect that th
absorptive light masks will have many applications in ato
optics; e.g., for probing atomic wave fields, and for atom
lithography.
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